
Defining a configuration using XML
Abstract

Most users create configurations using the authoring perspective, using the Rational 
Method Composer user interface.  Another way to define a configuration is using an XML 
file.  The XML syntax has several advantages, the main one being richer selection 
capabilities.  The XML file we will use is a “process builder” XML file.  However, while the 
normal usage of process builder is to ask questions and create a configuration based on 
the answers, this technote explains how to use a process builder to specify a single 
configuration, so there are no questions or answers.

1.0 Advantages to using XML

In addition to having access to richer selection/deselection capabilities, using a process 
builder XML file to define a configuration has the following advantages:

• You can document the reasons for your selections as XML comments within the XML 
file.  There is no way to document selection rationale in the normal user-interface 
editor for configurations.

• It is easier to update configurations after library changes. For example, if you add a 
package to a plug-in, or a plug-in to a practice's set of plug-ins, the default behavior of 
RMC is for these new elements to be deselected.  However, the usual desired 
behavior is for them to be selected, not deselected.  When you use an XML file to 
specify selections, you can specify the practice and plug-in by name, and a simple 
refresh will update the configuration to select  any new packages/plug-ins that meet 
the selection criteria.

2.0 A Starter Template

The following XML can be used as a template for a process builder that fully defines a 
configuration (that is, has no questions or answers).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wizards xmlns="http://www.ibm.com/rmc/library/xmldef">

<wizard name=”{some name}” id=”{some id}” style=”qna”>
<initial_selections>

<selection>...</selection>
</initial_selections>
<page>

<description>This process builder is used to create and refresh the {some 
name} configuration.  Refer to the comments in the process builder for a description of what elements  
are selected and why.  Click 'Finish' to create the configuration.</description>

</page>
<views>

<query>...</query>
</views>

</wizard>
</wizards>

To use this template, copy the contents of this template into a file of type “xmldef”, and 
save this file in the configuration directory (for a standard library), or a configuration project 
folder (for a workspace-based library). Then make the following changes:

http://www.ibm.com/rmc/library/xmldef


1. Change “{some name}” to the name of your configuration throughout the template, for 
example, you could change it to “clm_for_abc” (abbreviation of Collaborative Lifecycle 
Management for the ABC Company”)

2. Change “{some id}” to a unique id, such as “com.abc.rmc.processbuilder.clm”.
3. Add one or more <selection> tags inside the <initial_selections> tag.

The <selection> tags specify the plug-ins, packages, and elements to include in or 
exclude from the configuration.  More detail on this in the following sections.

4. Specify views
To specify the views to publish, use the RMC authoring perspective to edit each of the 
categories you wish to publish as views.  Mark with a tag such as “clm_for_abc_view”, 
and then add a tag-based query to the <views> XML tag.
For example: 

<views>
<query>

<where>
<condition name="tag" value="clm_for_abc_view"/>

</where>
</query>

</views>
In this example, all custom categories tagged as “clm_for_abc_view” will publish as 
views.

3.0 The <selection> tag

The <selection> tags specify the plug-ins, packages, and elements to include in or 
exclude from the configuration. The following is an outline of the <selection> tag.

<selection id="{unique id}">
<action>{ADD|SUBTRACT}</action>

<query>
<where>

<group type=”{AND|OR}”>
<group>

<condition name=”{PLUGIN|TAG|TYPE}” operator="{IS|IS NOT}"  
value="{text string}"/>

</group>
...
<group>...</group>

</group>
</where>

</query>
</selection>

A unique id must be specified for the selection tag. The action can be to “add” or 
“subtract” elements. The query specifies the elements. Using the <group> tag you can 
specify boolean expressions to do complex selections. Ultimately the <condition> tag 
specifies what to select.

The text string in the condition tags can include “*” for wild card expressions.  You can use 
backslash '\' to escape special characters as needed.

Note: This template only uses a small subset of the process builder syntax. See Creating 
and running a question and answer-based Process Builder definition for more information 
on the syntax.

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/rmchelp/v7r5m1/topic/com.ibm.rmc.help.doc/topics/t_create_qna_def.html
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/rmchelp/v7r5m1/topic/com.ibm.rmc.help.doc/topics/t_create_qna_def.html


4.0 XML Equivalents to Current User-interface Configuration Selections

Most users create configurations in the authoring perspective, and make selections on the 
plug-in and package selection tab. This section describes how typical selections in this 
user interface can be replaced by syntax specified in the XML file.  You can  use this as a 
guide to replacing a normal configuration with a configuration created from a process 
builder XML file.

4.1 Selecting a single plug-in

The following example selects the plug-in named “practice.gen.reviews.base-ibm”

<selection id="select_reviews_practice">
<!-- Can add an explanation for the selection here in the comments
-->
<action>add</action>
<query>   

<where>
<group>
     <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.gen.reviews.base-ibm/"/>
     <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>
</group>

</where>
</query>
</selection>

Note the forward slashes starting and ending the plug-in name.  These slashes are 
required.

4.2 Selecting a set of plug-ins

This example selects all the “core” plug-ins. (This is typical for most configurations built 
using the practices library.)

<selection id="select_core_plug-ins">
<action>add</action>
<query>   

<where>
<group>

<condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/core.*/"/>
<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

</group>
</where>

</query>
</selection>

Again note the forward slashes starting and ending the plug-in name expression.  These 
slashes are required.

4.3 Selecting a package

Package selection requires the use of tags. There are two steps in selecting packages:

1) Use the authoring perspective to edit the package that you'd like to select (or de-
select).  Apply a unique tag to the package.



2) Add a condition to the process builder definition file to select the tagged package.

The following example selects packages tagged as “abc_mandatory”.
 
<selection id="select_abc_mandatory_elements">

<action>add</action>
<query>

<where>
<condition name="tag" operator="is" value="abc_mandatory"/>

</where>
</query>

</selection>
In this example, any package that is tagged with “abc_mandatory” will be selected in the 
configuration. 

Note that nowhere in the condition is there any restriction on the type of element selected. 
This means that this same example above can also be used to add an individual element, 
simply by applying the same “abc_mandatory” tag to an element instead of to a package.

4.4 Adding a Category

There is no capability in the process builder syntax that reproduces the adding a category 
capability as available in the current user-interface. 

A substitute is to tag the elements in the category, and  use the selection by tag method to 
add all the elements belonging to the category.

4.5 Subtracting a Category

There is no capability in the process builder syntax that reproduces the subtracting a 
category capability provided by the RMC user interface. 

A substitute is to use the selection by tag method described previously.  Tag each of the 
elements in the category you wish  to subtract and then apply a subtraction condition in 
the XML file, such as the following:
 
<selection id="subtract_abc_prohibited_elements">

<action>subtract</action>
<query>

<where>
<condition name="tag" operator="is" value="abc_prohibited"/>

</where>
</query>

</selection>
In this example, any element that is tagged with “abc_prohibited” will be removed from the 
configuration. 

4.6 Suppressing an element

“Suppress” is an RMC feature available in the configuration view of the authoring 
perspective.  It allows the user to select elements to suppress from the configuration.
The near equivalent in the XML syntax is to tag the elements you wish to suppress and 
then subtract them, as described in the previous example.  



5.0 New functionality – Not in Current User-Interface

This section gives examples of selections that are possible using the XML syntax but not 
by editing a configuration in the authoring perspective.

5.1 Select by name

To select by name, set the condition name to “plug-in”, operator to “is”, and value to the 
text string that describes the plug-in name. Note the value can also be a regular 
expression (use /{regular expression}/ format). 

<condition name="tag" operator="is" value="/{my_regular_expression}/"/>

5.2 Select by type

To select by type, set the condition name to “type”, operator to “is”, and value to the type 
of element that you'd like to select. The most common one is the “MethodPlugin” type. 

<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

Note: it is a good practice to use “select by type” in combination with “select by name” to 
make it clear what kind of elements should be selected by the expression.

5.3 Selection by tag

To select by tag, set the condition name to “tag”, operator to “is”, and value to the tag that 
you'd like to select/de-select. 

<condition name="tag" operator="is" value="my_tag"/>

5.4 Logical combinations

To combine several sets of conditions, we can use the following structure inside the 
<where> tag:

<group type=”AND|OR”>
<group>

{condition A}

</group>

<group>

{condition B}

</group>

…. {and so on}

</group>

6.0 Creating the configuration from the process builder XML file

Since the process builder definition file is intended to define a single configuration, the 
process builder definition file and the configuration should have the same name.  In 
general, you run the process builder once to create the actual configuration, and after that, 
you periodically refresh the configuration as needed to reflect changes in the library.  (For 
example, perhaps a new plug-in was added to a practice, or a new package was added to 



a plug-in.).  To build the configuration the first time:
 
1. Go to Process Builder perspective.
2. Click on “Build a new Method Configuration”
3. Type in Name and Description for the configuration. This example creates the 

clm_for_abc (CLM for IT for Company ABC) configuration. Click Next. 

4. Then, select the appropriate pre-defined process builder for this configuration. In this 
example, we will select “CLM for IT for Company ABC”. Click on Finish when done.



5. The tool can take a couple of minutes to generate this configuration, and can take 
longer for more complex definitions.  Once it is finished, the initial process builder 
screen will show up on the left hand side of the screen. 

6. You may review the included plugins and packages using the Standard or Navigation 
views at the bottom of the process builder screen.



7. Click “Finish”.  The new configuration appears on the left hand side list as shown 
below.

Note that all of the configurations created by process builder will be shown in the 
Configuration list. Those that are created in the authoring perspective will not be 
shown here. 
Also note that the created configuration will appear in the configuration lists in the 
authoring perspective.  You can edit this configuration in the authoring perspective (for 
example, to to view the selections of plug-ins and packages), however you need to be 
stay aware that this kind of configuration also stores information about selections that 
is not visible in the editor.

7.0 Updating a configuration created by process builder

When the library has changed in ways that could affect the selected elements (such as 
adding a new plug-in or package that meets the selection criteria) then you need to update 
the configuration as follows:

1. Go to the Authoring perspective.
2. Select the configuration in the Library view (usually on the left side of the screen). 
3. Right click and select “Run Stored Queries” from the context menu. 
4. Click on “Yes” to finish. 

 
Note that if a configuration is not created by process builder, the “Run Stored Queries” 
command is grayed out.

8.0 Case Study: Replacing an existing configuration with an XML process 
builder

In this section, we will examine an example XML process builder that is used to replace 
the CLM for IT Agility@Scale configuration (tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm).



8.1 Create the process builder file

First, we copy the template and save it to the configurations folder of a library. Name this 
XML file “pb.tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm” to match the name of the 
configuration we intend to create.  (We prepended “pb” for “process builder” to the original 
name).
Following the instructions above, we set the process builder name to “CLM for IT 
Agility@Scale to match the presentation name of the configuration we intend to create, 
and set the id to pb.tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm to match the name of the 
configuration we intend to create.  We also change the text in the process builder to refer 
to the correct configuration.

8.1 Add plug-in selections

We add a selection tag to add plug-ins.
We notice that all of the core plug-ins are selected for this configuration, thus, we add the 
following condition to the query:
<group>

<condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/core.*/"/>

<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

</group>

We also see some individual plug-ins that are selected and need to be added to our 
query. To do that, we need to insert multiple groups inside the <where> tag. Therefore, we 
have to change the group structure as follows:
<query>

<where>

<group type=”OR”>



<group>

<condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/core.*/"/>

<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

</group>

<group>

{condition for individual plug-ins}

</group>

…. {add as many other plug-ins as you need}

</group>

</where>

</query>

Note that we use OR for grouping because we'd like to have a union of all plug-ins.
For example, we can add the following conditions for deployment management and the 
process plugin for clm_for_it:
<!-- for deployment management -- >

<group>

<condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.gen.deployment_mgmt.*/"/>

<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

</group>

<!-- for process plug-in -- >

<group>

<condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/process.clm_it_aas_solution.base-ibm/"/>

<condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

</group>

Note that for deployment management, we use '*' at the end to tell the process builder to 
select all the applicable plug-ins under deployment management (assign, base, extend, 
etc.). And for process plug-in, we are only interested in the base plug-in, therefore, no 
wildcard is needed.
We can continue to add all the individual plug-ins to the builder definition in this selection. 

8.1 Add package selections

In this example, we also observe some of the packages that are de-selected, such as 
“estimating_techniques” and “prj_staffing” in release_planning.extend-ibm (as shown 
below): 



 
In the authoring perspective, we tag these packages with tag “deselect_clm_it_aas”. 
We confirm that the release_planning.extend-ibm plug-ins is selected.  Then we add 
another selection with the “subtract” action and a condition to match the tagged packages. 
<query>

<where>

<condition name="tag" operator="is" value="deselect_clm_it_aas"/>

</where>

</query>

Elements removed via the subtract categories (as shown in the right hand corner of the 
configuration's package and plug-in selection screen) are individually tagged using the 
same tag, and are thereby also removed.
Then we assign the view by assigning a new tag “clm_it_aas_view” to the custom category 
that is used for the view, and update the <view> tag to query for this tag.
When the XML is completed, we save the file, then go to the process builder perspective, 
and create a new configuration using this process builder.

Appendix: XML Equivalent for tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm

This is the full XML process builder file for the case study.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<wizards xmlns="http://www.ibm.com/rmc/library/xmldef">

  <wizard name="CLM for IT Agility@Scale" id="pb.tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm" style="qna">

    <!-- This is the initial section area, here we define the plugins and packages that we need to include in the configuration -->

    <initial_selections>

      <!-- The first selection adds the broader selection of core and practice plugins -->

      <selection id="selection.01">

        <!-- For this configuration, all of core and the clm_it_aas process and publish plugins are selected -->

        <tag>TEST_TAG</tag>

        <action>add</action>

        <query>

          <where>



            <group type="OR">

              <group>

                <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/core.*/"/>

                <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

              </group>

              <group>

                <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/process.clm_it_aas_solution.base-ibm/"/>

                <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

              </group>

              <group>

                <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/publish.clm_it_aas_sol.base-ibm/"/>

                <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

              </group></group>

            </where>

          </query>

        </selection>

        <!-- The second selection contains the detailed plugins for this particular configuration -->

        <selection id="selection.02">

          <tag>TEST_TAG2</tag>

          <action>add</action>

          <query>

            <where>

              <group type="OR">

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of this configuration. 

This practice covers basic tasks for planning and deploying a solution.

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.gen.deployment_mgmt.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice supports the development of the training and support materials needed to support the successful deployment of a 
solution.

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.gen.support_training.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice explains the project management activities that create a solution in increments. Each increment is completed in a fixed 
period of time, an iteration.

This practice provides essential style of project management. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.iterative_dev.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes how to select tools and an appropriate process and perform the typical tailoring required for use on a specific 
project.



This practice provides details of process tailoring in CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.project_process_tailoring.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

The Release Planning practice embodies the concept of high-level planning for the complete project scope (macro-) and low-level 
(micro-) planning for the immediate and next increments or iterations.

This practice contains tasks to support release planning in CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.release_planning.assign/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.release_planning.base/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.release_planning.extend-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.release_planning.extend_metrics-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes how to manage risks.

This practice is important for all CLM for IT activities for monitoring and managing project risks. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.risk_mgmt.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

The risk-value lifecycle practice supplements the iterative development and release planning practices with the unified process 
lifecycle. This lifecycle identifies four phases, each of which attempts to balance value provided against risk mitigation appropriate to 
the phase.

This practice supports project management activities in CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.risk_value_lifecycle.base/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.risk_value_lifecycle.extend-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>



                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.risk_value_lifecycle.extend_metrics-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This is a practice for capturing change requests that are managed as part of work item management.

This practice is an extension of change management in CLM for IT.

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.team_change_mgmt.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes how to perform iterative development in the context of a "team of teams" structure.

This practice provide necessary tasks for development in the "team of teams" structure for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.team_of_teams.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

The Whole Team practice describes how a development team organizes itself to enable it to work effectively.

This practice supports the necessary tasks to work as an effective team in CLM for IT.

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.mgmt.whole_team.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes how to fold testing into agile development in CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.concurrent_testing.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

In a Continuous Integration practice, team members integrate their work frequently (at least daily).

This practice defines tasks for daily integration of development product for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.continuous_integration.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

Analyze the major technical concerns that affect the solution, and capture those architectural decisions to ensure that those decisions 
are assessed and communicated.

This practice supports evolutionary architecting for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.evolutionary_arch.*/"/>



                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes an approach to design that assumes that the design will evolve over time, minimizing documentation while still 
providing guidance for making design decisions and communicating those decisions.

This practice provides design activities and task for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.evolutionary_design.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

The Independent Testing practice is targeted for more mature test organizations that are looking for a reliable, reproducible way of 
testing their products.

This practice gives roadmap for conducting independent testing for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.independent_testing.assign-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.independent_testing.base-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.independent_testing.extend_metrics-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.independent_testing.extend_rqm-ibm/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice defines a basic approach for managing requirements.

This practice contains tasks that is part of the CLM for IT requirement management. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.rqmts_mgmt.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice supports defining and communicating an overall vision for the project.

This practice provides tasks for defining high-level vision for the project in CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.shared_vision.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 



This practice covers the integration of small subsystems into progressively larger ones until the whole system is integrated.

This practice contains tasks for integration for CLM for IT.  

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.staged_integration.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes an approach to development in which test cases are defined first, then code is developed to pass the tests. 

This practice can guide development in CLM for IT using tests. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.test_driven_development.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes the process of managing the software testing effort.

This practice contains tasks for CLM for IT test management.

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.test_mgmt.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group>

                <!-- The following practices are included as part of the CLM for IT Process. 

This practice describes how to capture requirements as user stories, which are then used to guide planning, development, and testing. 

This practice share the necessary tasks for user-story driven development for CLM for IT. 

-->

                <group>

                  <condition name="plugin" operator="is" value="/practice.tech.user_story_driven_dev.*/"/>

                  <condition name="type" value="MethodPlugin"/>

                </group></group>

              </where>

            </query>

          </selection>

          <!-- The last selection defines the plugins or packages that we need to deselect for this configuration -->

          <!-- We are using tags to achieve de-select, so any plugin or package that is tagged with "deselect_clm_it_aas" will be removed 
from the selections we made prior to this point -->

          <selection id="selection.03">

            <tag>TEST_TAG3</tag>

            <action>subtract</action>

            <query>

              <where>

                <condition name="tag" operator="is" value="deselect_clm_it_aas"/>

                <!-- The following packages are deselected from this configuration: 

estimating_techniques and prj_staffing in practices.mgmt.release_planning.extend-ibm (too formal for CLM for IT)

governance and management_reviews in practices.mgmt.risk_value_lifecycle.extend-ibm (too formal for CLM for IT)

executing_testsuites_using_purifyplus in practices.tech.test_driven_development.extend-ibm (purifyplus is not part of CLM for IT)

-->

              </where>



            </query>

          </selection>

        </initial_selections>

        <!-- We create a dummy page to guide the users to run the process builder and complete it in one simple click -->

        <page name="CLM for IT">

          <description>This process builder is used to create and refresh the CLM for IT Agility@Scale 
(pb.tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm) configuration.  Refer to the comments in the process builder for a description of what 
elements are selected and why.  Click 'Finish' to create the configuration.</description>

        </page>

        <!-- Select the views for this configuration -->

        <views>

          <query>

            <where>

              <condition name="tag" value="pb.tech.practices_for_clm_it_aas_sol-ibm"/>

            </where>

          </query>

        </views>

      </wizard>

    </wizards>
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